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Forward

#LetsGetSelling

Oftentimes the best ideas come from the unsung heroes 
in sales – those men and women working in the trenches, 
fighting to hit their number, who are testing and trying and 
innovating with new ideas on a regular basis.

Too often these innovations go unnoticed and unshared. 
That’s why it was so important for us to identify and 
interview some of the nation’s top salespeople. We asked a 
handful of sales consultants across the country to identify 
their best students. The following pages include dozens of 
ideas, secrets and best practices from their daily practices.

If you have additional ideas or best practices to share, please 
share them with me at sburke@kitedesk.com.  
In the meantime, enjoy!

SEAN BURKE
CEO, KITEDESK

mailto:sburke%40kitedesk.com?subject=Sales%20Secrets%20from%20the%20Nation%27s%20Most%20Successful%20Sellers%20eBook
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Describe Your Process for Prospecting in the Digital/Social Age

#LetsGetSelling

ALEX BALOFF

I start prospecting in LinkedIn, and I:

• Identify companies who fit our ideal customer profile based on criteria such as size of the 
sales team, industry, geographical location, and job postings.

• Research their sales process to see how their team sells to clients and what tools they might 
currently use.

• Identify the specific people I want to break in to, and follow them on Twitter and LinkedIn 
Sales Navigator.

Once I have done this, I use ClearSlide to send break-in emails with content, qualify who has 
interest based the alerts I receive, and start cold calling.

GREG BARKER

I find you need to take a long game approach to using digital and social; using something I call 
“Social Interaction.” I find others that are a good match to my niche or area of interest to learn 
more about where they “tell their stories.” With this information, I start interacting with their  
content on social channels and sharing relevant articles with them. I also try to take the  
discussion to the next level by making sure we meet in person.

LORENZO GOMEZ

Prospecting for new customers is about connecting with human beings, and this has to do with 
increasing the number of people who know about you. This is called building a good reputation. 
My strategy is to get to know, listen, learn, and understand the type of potential customers with 
whom I want to work. Once I have a good understanding of them, I construct a value proposition 
in terms of what my potential customer needs.
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Describe Your Process for Prospecting in the Digital/Social Age

#LetsGetSelling

LESLEY HASTINGS

I have found a way to get to know prospects by reaching out to mutual connections in their 
network and request an introduction. I also find it easier to network with prospects at events 
because I know people attending who can make introductions.

MICHAEL HURWITZ

With over 63k Twitter followers, 50k LinkedIn connections, 14.4k Facebook Likes, 3k Google+  
followers, and a newsletter that goes out to more than 70k subscribers, we are able to extrapo-
late leads and devote a great deal of effort to market these contacts through email campaigns, 
direct communications via the social media services, guest blog posts, and speaking on joint 
podcasts whenever possible.  Our goal is to always be flexible, persistent and insightful in cap-
turing leads via social media.

BRYAN  JACOBS

First, I use LinkedIn to research and mine leads. I look up everyone I encounter (electronically 
or in-person). Second, I approach social media (both Twitter and LinkedIn), the same way I ap-
proach an industry conference or round table. The purpose is to establish credibility by sharing 
relevant content and ideas about my niche and focus areas and to look for ways to connect.

EVAN GREENBERG

My methods in 2014 to exceed quota were to use social selling to build connections with  
decision makers and lead by educating my prospects.  The process begins with finding common 
ground with each prospect. Commonalities can be social network groups they’ve joined, people 
they follow, conferences they have attended, articles they have written or even the universities 
they attended.  Once I have found the commonality, I find content that would be attractive to my 
prospect (professionally and personally interesting).  My sincere belief is that sales will forever 
be about trust and relationships.
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Describe Your Process for Prospecting in the Digital/Social Age

#LetsGetSelling

VICKENS MOSCOVA

The process my organization uses to prospect in this new digital/social age involves creating a 
massive inbound marketing and growth hacking strategy. As we grow, more of the market will 
be exposed to all the content we create in hopes of attracting engagement and sharing.

JOHN NEISON

LinkedIn Sales Navigator is one of my favorite tools for prospecting.  It gives me the ability to  
follow decision makers, key influencers, and my accounts all in a single feed.  With the evolution 
of mobile technology, there’s no more waiting until I turn on my TV or PC for the latest news 
related to organizational change. Alerts are triggered as soon as something is posted and deliv-
ered right to my smart phone.

JIM MCGINNIS

We’ve been using the “Tag” feature in LinkedIn to categorize our contacts. When a new contact 
accepts an invitation to connect, we will “Tag” them as “Partner” or “Potential Partner.” We will 
use this when targeting LinkedIn “In Mail” messages about events or announcements.  It’s a 
great way to send personal emails to a select group of people rather than your whole group of 
connections that may not care about a CPA/Bookkeeping event.

TAYLOR MILLER

For me, prospecting is not a numbers game. It’s about personalization at scale. I use sales trainer 
John Barrow’s “Why You, Why Now” approach. With this approach, it’s important to first, find a 
specific reason to be reaching out (business need, new role, etc.), and couple it with where you 
will provide value in that venture.
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Describe Your Process for Prospecting in the Digital/Social Age

#LetsGetSelling

VICTOR RESTO

When I’m prospecting, I start by identifying my ultimate goal, and then try to understand what 
factors or variables will help me get there. For me, timing and relevance are key. When both are 
aligned, I find that my ability to make a meaningful connection with prospects rises significantly 
in comparison to when only one of these variables are present.

JORGE OBER

I basically never stop prospecting; I make it a daily/weekly habit to inform my customers and 
prospects of recent and relevant IT developments. Through these posts, my network can make 
good use of my industry insider knowledge. That in turn makes it easier to distinguish myself 
from price-dropping competitors “fighting” for a share of the customers’ wallet.

KARL ORTMANNS

Prospecting today has become a new skill!  There are so many sources to consume and with 
technology, you can set triggers for yourself. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram (yes, really), 
blogs, personal websites, Google Alerts, Google+, Marketing Automation, CRMs, Videos pros-
pects have published, and the list goes on, can give you incredible insight, but can also put you 
into a state of ‘paralysis by analysis’. So I try to be smart and efficient in how I use these tools.

TOM POSER

I start by eliminating the word “prospecting” from my brain, and instead focus on what the 
future client needs.  More importantly, I focus on what they do not even know they need yet. 
These companies are getting barraged, maybe even assaulted, with calls, emails and drop-ins 
from people that do what I do, and the moment you look at them as prey, instead of as a part-
ner, I believe your odds of success approach zero.
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Describe Your Process for Prospecting in the Digital/Social Age

#LetsGetSelling

PAMELA TRESP

My philosophy in sales is to follow the ‘Golden Rule’: “treat others how you wish to be treated.” 
We are all so busy that no one wants to be rudely interrupted without an appointment.  My  
process is to keep up with the news and events going on with my potential prospects. When I 
think of a product that could help them solve a problem, I use social media to find the appropri-
ate contact and briefly explain why I would like to invite them to a short meeting. This can  
usually be done with LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter.

TOM VARGHESE

We use several tools in our CRM that give us a snapshot of the prospect’s social profiles. We 
study their profiles and interactions to get to know them better. If the prospect is on LinkedIn, 
we send them a connection request. The sales staff and I are active on LinkedIn on a daily basis, 
and publish content on LinkedIn, too. This shows that we’re an authority on digital marketing. In 
addition, they can see our connections and endorsements from other prospects/clients, which 
boosts their confidence in us.

KEITH WEIGHMAN

I became heavily involved in Social Selling around December 2012 when I stumbled across a blog 
by Jamie Shanks at Sales4Life. I began implementing many of the social tools and tips he shared 
(including Hootsuite, Timetrade, Google Alerts, Feedly, etc.) as well as a few others like Refresh, 
Boomerang and Toutapp.



Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by 
Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

JELLE DEN DUNNEN

Most social selling practitioners will tell you to follow your clients & prospects on social media, 
but it’s at least equally important to follow your competitors because you can easily see, not only 
who they are speaking to and who their clients/prospects are, but also what they are doing.  A 
couple of weeks ago, one of my local competitors experienced downtime. And what do we do 
when we’re frustrated? We complain on Social Media. So when I realized what was going on, I 
dropped everything I was working on and started engaging with everyone that was discussing 
the situation.  Currently, we are actively engaged in a buying cycle with a couple of prospects we 
spoke with that day.

KEITH GILL

Essentially, I went from a struggling salesperson who barely averaged 80% of quota, had a weak 
pipeline and worked 12 hours a day some 6 days a week, to exceeding my quota sixteen out 
of the last eighteen months. I engaged on LinkedIn, kept myself “top of mind”, and positioned 
myself as the “go-to guy” for IT technology and business telecom services.  But, it’s more than 
just earning “more money.” I have been able to cultivate a deeper and more authentic seller-to-
buyer relationship using social selling.  My customers are more qualified, more ready to buy, 
and happier to be doing business with me. In turn, I now get more repeat business and more 
referrals.

LORENZO GOMEZ

When I changed companies two years ago, I had less than 300 people in my LinkedIn contact 
list. In my new position, I am responsible for building an international program.  Initial resources 
were scarce, so I decided to use Social Media as my main prospecting tool. Now I have almost 
1,500 contacts on LinkedIn, and the outcomes in 2014 were spectacular: 231% in increased sales, 
251% increase in the number of countries served from the US, 100% success on international 
orders delivered, credit & money collection and customer satisfaction. Social Networks work 
great!
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

EVAN GREENBERG

I have found success doing research to gain intelligence on prospects.  Using relevant phrases 
with the prospect’s name, company name and the word “Slideshare,” I was able to find a presen-
tation on a large initiative under way at my prospect’s company.  Since this initiative required 
technologies that my company provides, I was able to formulate a targeted message, which 
resulted in success.

DARRYL HANNAH

I wanted to land a major organization in the public sector.  I @ mentioned a CIO from one of the 
organizations who I knew was launching a groundbreaking UK digital policy, and invited him to 
be my guest speaker for a seminar in London.  This person saw I was engaged on Twitter, DM’d 
me a reply, and connected me to his PA to schedule. BOOM!

Once he was confirmed, I created a whole seminar around this and then invited 20+ prospects 
across multiple organizations. The session went great, with the guest speaker providing great 
industry perspectives, and concluded with me presenting an end-user case study that softly 
promoted my organization.

LESLEY HASTINGS

Recently, I was at a luncheon I had signed up for through Facebook.  While at the event, I was 
able to connect with a few prospects in my area, and set up lunches from there.  It sounds 
simple but it takes time to get the events lined up and the correct people in order.  The advent 
of social media and selling in the digital age has been a big help.  These tools are invaluable, 
however they still can never replace meeting face-to-face.
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

BRYAN JACOBS

I tweeted an article by a high-profile author who is knowledgeable in my industry. I retweeted 
her material because I enjoyed reading it and I thought my network would as well. Later on, she 
needed help on a particular project she was working on, so I shared her request with my  
connections as a favor and we became friends. After a while, she returned the favor with a  
referral to me for a significant outsourcing contract – over a $100 million contract with a major 
multinational company.

JACK KOSAKOWSKI

Leveraging social media in the sales process has been huge for me.  I landed one of my 
competitor’s biggest partners through a process of engaging on LinkedIn and sharing content.  
Two other reps had tried closing the deal and couldn’t get anywhere.  Through the power of 
social, I was able to close a large deal in two weeks.

TAYLOR MILLER

One morning, I was alerted, through LinkedIn, that one of my top tier prospects had a new VP.  
Using ToutApp’s Gmail extension, I grabbed one of our team’s email prospecting templates, 
specific for the trigger events of someone starting a new role at a company. That immediately 
plugged the baseline email into the compose screen. From there, I added a bit of personalization 
about their previous role, and where other similar individuals in similar spaces were finding 
value in our platform.

When we spoke, he told me that my prospecting email immediately caught his attention with 
specific and effective personalization.  Not only did he take a meeting with me, he offered me a 
job at his sales organization!
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

JOHN NEISON

Much of my success comes with a soft approach for stirring up conversation. Creating aware-
ness with educational webinars and sharing white papers & invitations to exclusive events  
relevant to an individual’s role are very effective for me.  Outside of telephone and email,  
LinkedIn Sales Navigator is a great catalyst for connecting with key contacts and decision  
makers.  I’ve seen statistics ranging from 7-10 “touches” required for gaining access.  I routinely 
craft succinct, friendly and relevant “InMail” messages to follow up voicemails and emails.  This 
has delivered far better response than the old school ways.

KJAEL SKAALERUD

Recently, an NYC startup was highlighted in a Tech Newsletter after they publicly showcased 
their technology. Soon after, they were financially backed by a Venture Capital firm to help scale 
their business. I started following them closely on Twitter and LinkedIn. A few months later, 
they hired a new CFO. I initiated a dialogue with him, making sure to mention their amazing 
story and how my value proposition aligned with their objectives.  I also made sure I highlighted 
our existing relationships with their competitors/peers as proof. He was fully engaged, though 
they were in the process of raising money, so our timing was not ideal. Shortly thereafter, they 
brought on an HR director, who I was connected with from her prior employer (an existing 
client), and our dialogue gained legitimate momentum. We are now in the midst of finalizing a 
very robust partnership.

DAVE STEIN

Virtually all the new business I’ve signed in the past two years (in the U.S.) has come from using 
one or more digital channels. Potential users of my services tell me they’ve followed me for a 
long time—in some cases years. They tell me they see my content in many of the channels they 
monitor. Eventually, they reach out through an invitation to connect on LinkedIn.job at his sales 
organization!
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

MAC STRONG

I’m working with Director, VP, and C-Suite contacts at “Big Five” Canadian banks.  They have 
milliseconds to spare and no tolerance for poor sales approaches. The system I utilize, which is 
heavily influenced by John Barrows and Steve Schiffman, has generated dozens of meetings with 
the people that will lead Financial Services innovation in major ways for years to come.  Pretty 
exciting stuff!

GEOFF STUHR

I had been struggling to connect with the key decision maker at my top prospect.  Traditional 
methods where failing.  One day, I joined several groups on LinkedIn whose members would 
be a perfect fit for my products and solutions.  After joining them and looking through a few of 
the group members, who was I to find? BAM!!! - that exact key decision maker.  I began sharing 
relevant content to the group and reaching out to her personally.  After finding the perfect 
article that resonated with her, she called me to hear more about my experience.  She set up 
an in-person meeting with me that week, and two weeks later we had the green light to move 
forward on the proposal with our solution, without even going to RFP.

PAMELA TRESP

I kept reading about auto dealerships having problems with people stealing parts off their 
vehicles at night. I have a product that will not only save dealerships money by upgrading their 
exterior lighting to LED, but also monitors the lot with high quality built-in surveillance cameras, 
notification capabilities to the police, speaker messaging options, and more. 

By finding contacts on social media who run dealerships in the area, I was able to email 
information regarding the thefts along with my product information and a potential solution. 
The result was several appointments with an interest to pursue projects.
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Describe a Success You’ve Experienced by Following Your Prospecting Process

#LetsGetSelling

TOM VARGHESE

We wanted to target marketing directors of a specific vertical in the Chicagoland area.  First, we 
got a list of all the marketing directors and decision makers of that particular industry.  Next, we 
used a scraping tool called FollowerWonk.com, and last, we used LinkedIn to find their contact 
details. We sent a connection request on LinkedIn along with targeted emails (case studies, etc.) 
The response to connection requests was great. We followed up with an introductory email, 
which ended with an exploratory meeting. A few weeks later, we submitted a proposal and won 
the project.

JESSICA VOSS

Part of my daily routine is to connect with “titles” related to my industry, and then describe, in 
one sentence, my related expertise in case they want assistance. I engage by posting thought 
leadership articles and references that pertain to my industry and solution. I now have people 
reaching out to me for help and HUNTING me down to help them with solutions, instead of the 
other way around. One project that was presented to me this way is worth $20m a year!



Give Us One Game Changing Sales Hack 
(short cut few people know about)

#LetsGetSelling
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Give Us One Game Changing Sales Hack (Short Cuts Few People Know About)

#LetsGetSelling

ALEX BALOFF

My number one, biggest sales resource is ClearSlide.  The biggest hack I leverage through our 
platform is customizing personalized videos of myself with a tailored message to customers.  
This has increased my open and response rates. Customers respond saying how much they  
appreciate the personalized touch.

GREG BARKER

Subscribe to, and read, many journals and newsletters relevant to the interests of the people 
you want to connect with. You already know your field of study; learn more about theirs.

JELLE DEN DUNNEN

My sales hack isn’t a particular tool, trick or search I run on social media or search engines, but 
rather a general practice.  My sales hack is as simple as: Be yourself, be social.

KEITH GILL

You can quickly and organically boost your Google search ranking for competitive keyword 
phrases using “SEO” in your LinkedIn profile.  You can get results a lot faster than you can with a 
custom site built from scratch, because your LinkedIn profile is a high authority domain. I have 
ranked my LinkedIn profile for competitive keyword phrases such as “Arizona Telecom,” “Arizona 
Cloud Storage,” “Arizona VoIP,” and “Arizona Cloud Computing,” among many others. Most of the 
rankings are on page 1 of a Google search and rank above some major corporations in the same 
space that have unlimited marketing budgets!
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Give Us One Game Changing Sales Hack (Short Cuts Few People Know About)

#LetsGetSelling

DARRYL HANNAH

My favorite Twitter hack: Hashtags. Make sure you know your industry hashtags, especially the 
ones of your competitors. Ensure that every valuable content you post has a relevant “#.” Also, 
join events’ or conferences’ social conversations, even if you aren’t attending. 

My favorite LinkedIn hack: I am a huge fan of posting motivational or humor quotes. Posts with a 
picture receive 75% more engagement. Also, I find that because my targeted buyers engage with 
me first, by liking or sharing my post, they are more likely to accept my in-mail or connection 
request.

MICHAEL HURWITZ

Don’t waste time with DM on Twitter.  Instead, build your communication directly on your 
newsfeed with insightful articles and relevant conversation points. Soon enough you get people 
retweeting your content, and your potential client will see the value you can bring to the table on 
that social media platform.

JACK KOSAKOSWKI

My “secret sauce” is prospecting on LinkedIn by engaging people about the articles published 
there. I also leverage the LinkedIn content on Twitter.  Once I am in a conversation, I connect 
with the prospect I’ve been engaging with on LinkedIn.

VIKENS MOSCOVA

Many times one can connect to a reporter or potential mentor on social mediums like Twitter. If 
you’re lucky, they will leave their email or website and you can contact them directly.
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Give Us One Game Changing Sales Hack (Short Cuts Few People Know About)

#LetsGetSelling

JORGE OBER

The main game-changer I have incorporated in my personal work ethic is to view each oppor-
tunity as a project.  I clearly state the phases, steps, and actions to my buyers and lead them 
through the project.  This greatly enhances the predictability for me, and the peace of mind for 
my buyers. We know where the project stands and where we’re headed.

KARL ORTMANNS

I religiously use video content to better engage my prospects and learn more about their 
interests and intent. Most people don’t realize it, but there are now ways to create and share 
video content, track if someone watches it, see how long they stay engaged, and monitor which 
parts they skipped or re-watched. It can be an amazing tool! By looking at the data, I can get 
a better sense of which content is piquing their interest. I also have the unfair advantage of 
knowing what they know before I speak with them. For example, if I send someone a product 
video and I see they watched the part about our analytics capabilities but skipped past the part 
about A/B split testing, I know where to take the next conversation.

TOM POSER

Stop selling and start helping. Make a bet on yourself long-term and build meaningful 
relationships. If you are in a position in which this is not possible because you have to pitch 
soon, stop talking about you and your company, and focus on diving deep with smart questions 
into their business. That way, you can help them in an area they actually have a passion for.

VICTOR RESTO

Use the advanced search function on Twitter to find relevant targets at industry events. By 
combining hashtags and keywords, you can hone in on the people who are tweeting about your 
particular industry or technology at an event. From there, you can create personalized messages 
to connect with them. For example, you may use the search function to find anyone who is 
tweeting at SXSW and looking to connect by simply adding “SXSW” and “looking to connect” in 
the search bar. Twitter will search for both words and phrases and present to you all tweets 
containing those words.
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KJAEL SKAALERUD

The sales hack that has made all the difference for me is actually not a piece of software or some 
digital network, though it is enabled entirely by these types of tools. Always start by giving - pro-
viding something that adds incremental value to a prospect’s world. The digital/social realm is a 
great place to find valuable insights that point out meaningful ways you can help.

DAVE STEIN

I’m still amazed at how many salespeople don’t know about Google Alerts. The utility will send 
you an email when anything appears on the Internet containing your keywords or phrases. I use 
it to track my clients’ competitors. They’re always impressed when I send them articles about 
their competition with a few sentences on how I would recommend they counter or position 
against what their competitor has done.

MAC STRONG

Aside from good research, my sales “hack” is ConnectLeader, which I have no commercial 
relationship with. It’s a productivity-boosting way to organize your cold calling. That said, tips, 
tools, and tricks only increase your success rate.  You still have to get out there and grind! No 
matter how good you, your research, or your support is, you still have to maintain a hunger and 
relentless level of effort with or without short-term wins to generate superior long-term results.

GEOFF STUHR

My best sales hack is simply being able to find the people that you want to get in touch with on 
LinkedIn:  The first step in any sales role is finding out who can buy your product. The second 
step is getting their attention, and the third step is bringing them into the sales process/funnel. 
However, I feel like if I’m able to find more of my prospects, and have a better shot at getting 
their attention, then I will undoubtedly be more successful in my role.
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JESSICA VOSS

One secret is to take the SELLING out of “SOCIAL SELLING”, and replace with the words 
THOUGHT LEADER! Lead by example and with the purpose of helping buyers rather than  
selling to buyers.

KEITH WEIGHMAN

One LinkedIn hack that is painfully simple, but has been extremely helpful, involves creating 
saved searches for past users of my company’s product. Essentially, I set up the search criteria 
to include all customers of my product into the “Past Company” field. Then when prospecting, 
I’ll add the name of my prospect into the “Current Company” field of the saved search. This 
populates past users of my product that are now at one of my target accounts. Since I know 
they’re aware of the value of our solution, it’s an easy intro that leads to referrals to decision 
makers at key accounts.

You can also do this in reverse and create a list of current companies in the “Current Company” 
field and add the prospect into the “Past Company” field. This way you see if any of your current 
users used to work at a prospect and would be willing to introduce you to someone at the 
account.



Has Your Sales Team Used Social to  
Increase Their Qualified Pipeline This Year? 

If so, how, and can you share one or more example?

#LetsGetSelling
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CHAD BURMEISTER

At ConnectAndSell, we believe in automating processes to drive leverage for salespeople.  I have 
a research team who connects me, and my sales team, to prospects through LinkedIn, and an-
other team of people who procure, create and post content through LinkedIn for our salespeo-
ple.  This approach that I call “operation silver platter,” leads to several leads per week delivered 
right to my sales team’s LinkedIn InMail box!

ELLIS CONNOLLY

I am always looking at and tracking our qualified pipeline, and more importantly the lead 
sources from which our pipeline is filled. We see our standard lead gen opportunities, such as 
trade shows, conferences, inbound website traffic, and whitepaper downloads, peak and valley 
every year like clockwork and we forecast accordingly. What I have seen over the past two years 
is that our LinkedIn lead source has grown at an average rate of 20% YoY.

LEANNE HOAGLAND-SMITH

Currently 90% of all sales leads are directly connected to social. For example, I have committed 
to writing at least one thought-provoking article per month on LinkedIn Pulse. As my followers 
grew, those articles have secured one new client per month. I know this to be true because I ask 
the incoming sales lead what prompted the outreach and the response has been, “I read your 
article on LinkedIn Pulse, then checked out your profile and did some additional research.”

MARC JOSEPH

We have donated $5,000 worth of products to 18 women’s shelters, $5,000 to teachers because 
they spend over $500 a year out of their own pockets to support their classrooms, we are doing 
the same for Veterans. This, along with our Give Back program, and our Wish List program helps 
us increase our qualified pipeline of customers.

https://www.facebook.com/DollarDays?ref=ts
http://dollardays-1.hs-sites.com/giveback-donation-program
http://dollardays.com/aboutus/wishlist.aspx
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DAVID MCNEIL

During the selling process, sales reps look at a prospect’s social media profiles on Twitter,  
LinkedIn, blogs, etc., to get more context about the prospect’s influences and behaviors. Under-
standing who your prospects are, opinions/preferences they have, and whom they’re connected 
to helps sales reps improve messaging and relevance. Sales reps also use social channels as  
another way to stay connected and share relevant content during the sales cycle vs. always  
relying on emails and phone calls.

JULIA MOLLOY

We use Facebook on several levels to attract Principal interior designers and Architects.  We 
assess the people engaged with us on Facebook; we look at their profiles, click on their busi-
nesses, and ascertain whether they are good candidates to attend a conference.  If they are, we 
send them a hard copy invitation in the mail. Their Facebook profile has proved to be even more 
revealing than their business website. I can also see their friends who might also be a good fit 
for our event. We do this same ‘sourcing technique’ through our group on LinkedIn as well as 
Instagram, Google+ and Twitter.

CARL MUHLSTEIN

When news came out that StyleHaul had sourced another $6 million in equity funding, I tweeted 
my congratulations at them and suggested they look into creative new office space to house 
their soon-to-be growing workforce.  A few days later, they reached out to me seeking office 
leasing advice. A few months after that, we had a signed lease in a building I represent.  All 
because of one tweet.
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ROY OSING

Social doesn’t really cut it for me. It might create the occasional “vagrant lead,” but in my experi-
ence, it isn’t effective when it comes to creating contacts with a high potential to monetize in the 
long run. There is no substitute for strong relationships that spawn word-of-mouth referrals that 
fill your pipeline with the highest quality leads. Qualified doesn’t come from “social.” It comes 
from individuals who have experienced my stuff (books, seminars, workshops, strategic game 
plan consulting) and who are prepared to “spread my word” to their friends and colleagues.

BARRY SALTZMAN

One of the most effective ways to use Social is to post articles and stories and then watch how 
your followers share and comment on your content. Once they have done that, send them a 
direct email thanking them for their comments and seeing if you can schedule a call to continue 
to the dialogue. This has significantly grown my network globally and built pipeline by engaging 
in more discussions.

CHRISTOPHER SCARFO

One example is our LinkedIn Group ‘Creative Giants.’ We find it important to do our part in the 
education of marketing and branding strategies for business owners, students, and individuals 
looking to build their own personal brands. We hold weekly discussions on topics designed to 
review branding strategies and identify ways to celebrate uniqueness. Throughout the week, we 
provide tips related to our weekly topics to help participants push through any hurdles and end 
the week with a recap discussion about the things we’ve learned.
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BUTCH BELLAH

I personally use Salesboard CRM. It is a very user-friendly tool and I note which leads come from 
either Twitter, my Facebook page, LinkedIn or other Social Media. It’s important to me to know IF 
they are in fact qualified leads and how many turn into sales. This is really the only way to deter-
mine if it warrants more or less time in the future.

ILYA BODNER

For us, social selling has enhanced the closing experience. We are able to have more relevant 
conversations and drop in things that we know or learned from their profiles and comments 
in order to make the discussions more personable. Our client retention rate went up as we 
developed a more intimate understanding of them.

ELLIS CONNOLLY

We measure the impact of social selling by tracking and looking at a few key metrics. Every lead 
that is entered by our sales team into our CRM is linked to a source. For social lead sources we 
look at LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. The metrics we currently track are volume, lead-to-close 
ratio, and closed won opportunities. These metrics help my team understand where to invest 
their time.

ALICE HEIMAN

Yes, we can measure the impact by keeping track of lead source. I also use LinkedIn to nurture 
leads that did not originate there by sending articles of interest. I also use LinkedIn to invite 
my connections to events. I can watch their activity and engage with them by clicking, liking, 
commenting or sharing, showing them I am paying attention and I care.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.salesboard.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFrVadZ3QX8X_xpCV1exeYQliJGNg
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LEANNE HOAGLAND-SMITH

For me, I believe if you cannot measure it, you cannot manage it. For the last two years, I have 
earned 100% of the qualified sales leads that have been directly attributed to social selling prac-
tices or, better yet, social marketing practices. Selling has always been social. Social selling is re-
ally social marketing. Through social marketing, my influence has grown in the marketplace and 
my blog has been identified in various lists as one of the top blogs on sales for small business.

MARC JOSEPH

We are able measure the pipeline because everyone must register with us to see our prices, so 
all customers are tagged by what drove them to us.

JASON ROBINSON

We are able to measure the impact of social selling on our pipeline. We track the source of 
opportunities source through Salesforce.com and can attribute leads identified via social to 
pipeline opportunities all the way through closed revenues. We attribute 27% of our Q1 2015 
closed deals to social sources.

BARRY SALTZMAN

I can share very specific deals I have closed based on social engagement. The key is follow-up 
and continual communications with your social audience.  Conversations start with a follow, 
comment or share, and it is up to me to stay engaged with the social audience.

CHRISTOPHER SCARFO

Revenue will always be king. It’s not about the number of dials, meetings, demos, or “I’ll 
think about it”s, yet we still measure these stats. Why? Because, we can. Social selling, on the 
other hand, is a tricky beast to track. One post or tweet doesn’t typically translate into a sale 
right away, but that’s not to say it won’t in the future. Social selling is more about building 
relationships and sharing experience.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.increase-sales-coach.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFvla4zU8SvO8Fd_6p99J-QJmzOeg
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BUTCH BELLAH

I may be old school and in the minority, but I’m not sure anyone will ever convince me that social 
selling will take the place of what I call b2b (belly-to-belly). Emails, brochures, websites - none 
of those can replace a professional salesperson working with a client to ensure their needs and 
wants are met. While Social is great for lead development, I think the salesperson has to take 
that lead, learn about the customer’s business, and find out if it makes sense to work together. 

ILYA BODNER 

Social is eliminating unwarranted solicitations. More and more social cues are put out there so 
that the right time to chat and sell can be facilitated. People are sometimes being direct with 
their questions about vendors or solutions, and other times they want to learn more by liking or 
commenting on topics that impact buying decisions.

CHAD BURMEISTER 

I foresee predictive analytics PLUS advanced sales acceleration with lead injection, hot transfer 
and voice nurture PLUS peak time sales coaching to insure the best leads are called, at the best 
time, with the best message.

ALICE HEIMAN 

While salespeople will never become obsolete, there may be less of a need for them in B2C 
sales and in some B2B sales. Statistics show us that people have done their homework before 
they talk to a salesperson. This means salespeople need to change. They need to be more 
collaborative in their work and much more knowledgeable about how their product can impact 
the person or company buying it.
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JIM MCGINNIS 

As to the future of selling, social selling is one of the few new effective sales channels to come 
along in a long time.  We are in the business of helping our accountant partners grow their prac-
tices online, and social lets us build relationships as never before.

DAVID MCNEIL  

As technology advancements continue to put more and more power in the hands of buyers vs. 
sellers, it will be imperative for salespeople to be present on the channels where their potential 
customers are most interested in speaking with them. It will also be to their advantage if they 
are able to pinpoint the exact moments of need when their customers are most interested in a 
product and having a conversation about it. With that knowledge, salespeople will then be able 
to provide customers with an unprecedented level of customized value.

JULIA MOLLOY  

Selling, or rather, providing a service is becoming much more niche. Especially those selling to 
a luxury market are no longer selling the goods or services, really.  They need to address the 
intangibles: the value, the quality of service, and the story behind the ‘thing’.  As you go niche, 
you need to speak to that group more specifically, more intimately.

CARL MUHLSTEIN  

I am not yet concerned about disintermediation, or cutting out the middleman, in office leasing. 
Advisors guiding tenants and landlords through the leasing process are more valuable than 
public listing services.  Social media is definitely allowing me to open more doors and make 
more “warm” calls than ever before, but I think we need to remember that it’s just another tool 
in our arsenal that will ultimately lead to success.
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ROY OSING  

The future is all about relationships that breed sales. Where relationships are so strong that the 
prospect feels “obligated” to buy. Compensation must be refocused to encourage relationship 
building and not to achieve a short-term sales quota. Leadership attitudes must change to  
believe that investments in relationships will deliver the numbers and that the payoff happens in 
the long term, and not in 30 days.

JASON ROBINSON  

Sales is not going away, but sales productivity will go through the roof with new technologies 
that are now available or soon coming online. This means organizations will be able to apply 
fewer “people” resources to get to the same revenue targets, or, perhaps optimistically as a sales 
guy, reap outsized returns from the same investment in people resources.

WILLIS TURNER   

The future of selling will require a consortium between technology, marketing, and sales 
professionals diving deep to gain true customer insights.  They’ll provide micro solutions for 
macro problems.
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READY TO GET SELLING? 
LET’S TALK!  

Sign up for KiteDesk today through this exclusive offer  
and get 50 FREE leads per month for 6 months!

UNPARALLELED BENEFITS FOR SALESFORCE USERS

Leverage our unique database of millions of high quality  
leads, sourced from leading data providers.

Get detailed phone numbers, emails and addresses in  
our browser extension for any person on LinkedIn.

Unify all of the contacts for everyone at your organization  
and automatically leverage them for warm introductions.

Stop doing data entry and wasting time updating Salesforce,  
KiteDesk automates it and has a UI you will love.

TALK TO A SALES REP

http://ww2.kitedesk.com/lp/pr-free-50.html
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